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Introduction
When we talk about radiocommunications in "Old Gander", we have to consider three
different aspects:
1. "Official" communications including those used in the early prewar construction days,
wartime radio including RCAF anti-submarine operations and army units, controlling
trans-Atlantic ferry flights, radio interception and post-war radio such as air traffic
control.
This aspect has been covered on this website, notably in the following articles found in the
table of contents: 14, 17, 25, 61, 164 and 172.
http://bobsganderhistory.com/tablecontents.html
2. Amateur radio operators. This story was told in the last article on this website (article
185) and can be seen here:
http://bobsganderhistory.com/Amateur_Radio_Old_Gander.pdf
3. Commercial broadcast radio. In Gander's case this started in a basement and led to
CBG Gander. This is the story told below.
It was the brain child of a commanding officer of RCAF Gander, Group/Commander CL
Annis, whose style of leadership was perhaps slightly different from the run-off-the-run
RCAF officers. Here’s what several official reports said about him as he mounted in rank:
Wing Commander Annis has been engaged on Reconnaissance work for a
considerable period of time in various operational squadrons and has completed
approximately 40 operational flights. He has always set a good example by taking
more than his share of the hazardous sorties. He has rendered exceptionally
valuable services in connection with important staff duties and other work of a
specialized nature. Even while employed on these special duties he successfully
accomplished several important and hazardous flights. As a squadron commander
his ability to instill confidence, enthusiasm and morale into all personnel of his
squadron made it possible for this officer to maintain the efficiency of the squadron
at an extremely high level. (author’s name unconfirmed)

G/C Foss furthered this description by adding, on 28 August 1945, that:

This officer’s exceptional ability as a leader, his devotion to duty and the
energy with which he carried out all his duties have been instrumental in
bringing the standard and efficiency of 10 BR Squadron to its present high
peak. His power of instilling confidence is his juniors is exceptional.

However, some thought he needed to correct a few faults. Air Commodore J.L.Hurley,
No 62 Base, wrote on 9 January 1945:
This officer has a fine character, pleasing personality and is popular with the
personnel under his Command. He is prolific in ideas, most of which are good but
it has been necessary to give direction in a number of instances. If this officer can
overcome his habit of “running off in all directions”, his undoubted ability, energy
and zeal should qualify him for higher command.
Air Vice Marshal C.M. McEwen, AOC No.6 Group on 20 January 1945, agreed with this opinion:
This officer has a tendency to lower discipline by circumventing regulations without
thought necessary before taking action. He is more than democratic in his ideas of
mixing officer, NCOs and airmen (including airwomen). Tolerates suggestions
without sufficient thought. Otherwise brilliant and his staff course should do him a
world of good in regimenting his mind.
In other words, G/C Annis was just the right kind of sightly irreverent person to do something
not done before.
In a communication with the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern Air Command, in
late 1943, G/C Annis said the following:

He went to explain the proposed project in greater detail:

Gander at that time, as we sometimes forget, was an operational military base with strict
security requirements. This was therefore made explicit:

As described above, at one point the Americans (USAAF) were considering the overture of their
own radio station. Not only the local American base commander had shown interest for the idea,
but it had also been reported to G/C Annis that the General Officer Commanding U.S. Base
Command, Newfoundland, looked favourably upon the idea of the U.S. Air Forces at Gander
establishing their station and that they were applying to the Newfound lend Government for
permission to do so. In St.John’s, the American already operated the station VOUS.

This uncertainty lasted long enough that Voice of RCAF Gander became the official
name. Finally the Americans did not open their own station. Oral history suggests that
by early 1944, the Americans were already making plans for the end of operations in
Newfounfland and were more oriented toward transferring resources out of Gander,
rather than increasing services there. It could also be that the special leadership skills
of G/C Annis made the difference. In any case, in the end, the Americans were happy to
work with the RCAF, as can be seen from this extract from the station log in early spring

By 22 January, the signal power of VORG was now 25 watts, with the control center
remotely connected to the transmitter site, east of the airport. As well, remote
broadcasts were now possible from three sites, namely the Banting Hospital recreation
room, the RCAF theatre (later known as the Globe) and the Drill Hall on Foss Avenue.
Some of the program high points were:
º a program called “What do you think?”, produced by the RCAF Discussion Group
º a program called “The CO plays host”
These two productions came from the Hospital rec room, while another regularly
scheduled broadcast from the theatre, called “Streamlined Swing”, highlighted the
station dance orchestra. News periods of 15 minutes were broadcast at 12h30, 18h30
and 22h00. This information was provided to VORG via teletype, operated by both the
US and Canadian Army Signal corps.
By lates spring, VORG was able to find more appropriate quarters, being transferred to
the RCAF canteen, better known to Ganderites of the period as the “Goodyear cash and
carry” on Foss Ave. The review “The Gander” dated March-April 1944 gives the
following description:

Operating any radio station is a major undertaking and even more so in wartime and with
personnel who do the work mostly on their time off. The following photo shows those who were
part of the operation in August 1944: (zoom as necessary)

Apparently, F/O Al Patterson was the spitting image of Frank Sinatra. Another strange
fact - two of the male announcers had exactly the same voice, to the point that it was
hard to tell who was on duty. It is interesting to note as well that some parts of the
programming were in French.
Two of the hardest workers and best-known members of the team were women. They
were featured on the front cover of the February issue of the local RCAF magazine.

The equipment was primarily repurposed military equipment, augmented by commercial units
such as a turn-table, shipped in from St.John’s. It may look clunky today – but worked.

The following is hard to read but shows several broadcast schedules from 1944:

VORG closed down probably in September 1945 and was off the air until 1948, though the call
sign remained officially active. In May 1948, it became part of the Broadcasting Corporation of
Newfoundland (BCN), with its original call sign, but with a change of frequency (1450 kc, later
changed to 1400kcs in 1983 ). Output went up to 300 watts.
After Confederation VORG became part of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. Terms of
Union of Newfoundland with Canada included a paragraph which stipulated that all radio stations
in Newfoundland would retain their VO call-signs after confederation. This meant that the private
stations VOCM, VOWR, VOAR and VOUS were retained, and, as well, radio amateurs kept their

VOl to VO6 calls sign. However ,stations of the BCN network such as VORG, VOWN (Corner Brook)
and VOHN (St John’s) lost the right to keep the old call signs as they melded in with the CBC.
Gander’s VORG became CBG. CBG soon moved from Goodyear’s Cash and Carry to a fairly decent,
but temporary, studio in a wing of the Airlines Hotel, located on the “American side”. Its location
was just west of the present terminal parking lot.

The first manager was Harold Morris from VONF, St John’s, soon to be replaced on a more
permanent basis by Art William Fordyce Barrett from VOWN, Corner Brook. A former FlightLieutenant having served in Bomber Command, he arrived in February 1948.
Soon after his arrival, the radio station moved into the “Broadcast House” at 39 Roosevelt, near
the northern end of the north-south row of hangars on the American side. This building also
served as residence for the Barrett family.
Art Barrett was the only employee on his arrival but was soon assisted by Felicity Heath, whose
father Bill had been in charge of wartime communications. She therefore had had the occasion
to visit the VORG operation and immediately got the bug. She was the first female radio
announcer in Newfoundland.
The fact that her father knew about radio helped a lot, as post-war VORG/ early CBG had no radio
technician to help them along. Just after Confederation, Jim Strong of the air-to-ground VOAC
operation was tasked to offer help. (See photo on next page of the VOAC transmitters)

The following photo shows Art Barrett and Felicity Heath in the early 1950s. We can see in this
photo that the console is the same one that was used in Goodyear’s Cash and Carry. At this point
CBG had a total of six employees.

The next photo is hard to see but gives an idea of the transmitter site and the type of unit to
which CBG may have been connected. The person in the background is Jim Strong, senior radio
technician, and WJ Robertson, technical supervisor.

One report mentions Lorne Baker of CBG using an AT-3 wartime transmitter, similar to the units
shown above. The next photo shows a typical RCA AT-3. It has a maximum output of 300 watts,
which would correspond that with the BCN ownership period.

Art Barrett lived in Gander long enough to see the construction of a modern communications in
the new town, built on Sullivan Ave behind the south west corner of the first shopping mall.
(Winter 1956)

Art Barrett and his wife Barbara were more than “radio people”. Barbara was very
cultivated, interested notably by music, dance and drama. Art always wanted to produce
a radio. From her efforts helping with plays at the Amalgamated School, she met a
number of like-minded Ganderites, which lead to the creation of the Avion Players,
which notably brought about a radio play directed by Barbara and produced by Art. The
Avion Players became a cultural centerpiece in Gander.

They moved to Stephenville in 1957 and Art Barrett was replaced by Bert Dawe. Bert had his
own merits. In particular he was a supporter of the activities of Gander’s youth. The record
library room was often the scene of students spending hours copying the latest music to tape
recorders for school dances. I remembering myself timidly approaching Mr Dawe as a simple
Grade 11 student with the idea of a weekly radio program produced for and by local teens. I was
quite surprised when he said yes! Not only that, the program “Teen Talk” was 6 o’clock Saturday
evening - hard to get more “prime time” than that! He was however a stickler for quality – and I
remember being growled at on a number of occasions. And he was right every time!
In July 28, 1983, CBG moved from 1450 kHz to 1400 kHz and increase daytime power from 500
to 1,000 watts. This change of frequency was needed because of interference caused to
Transport Flight Services at Gander International Airport. In December 13, 1983, CBG was granted
an increase in night-time power from 1,000 to 4,000 watts. Four years later, in July 1988, output
went to 4000 watts in the daytime as well.
As of 2001, CBG operated the subsidiary transmitters: CBGY Bonavista Bay, CBGC-FM
Carmanville, and CBNG Glovertown. CBG broadcasts approximately 25 hours of local
programming each week from Gander. In 2006 the Glovertown unit went FM and the AM
transmissions were shut down.
In an effort to reduce cost, CBC decided to concentrate all its central Newfoundland programming
in Gander, meaning for example the closing of small office in Grand Falls. In February 2015, the
story went full circle. This radio station that was born in a basement and grew up in a cash-andcarry moved into first floor of another commercial center. It moved from Sullivan Ave to the
Gander Mall.

CBC photo
Group/Captain Annis would most certainly have been quite proud to see it!

Annex A - Programming CBG
From the “Gander Traveler”, 10 November 1950
Friday 10 November:

Sunday - 12 November

ANNEX B - Main references
º RCAF Gander log and dispatches
º RCAF magazine “Gander”
º USAAF magazine “Propagander”
º RCAF Association online archive
º Magazine « Atlantic Guardian » 1952
º Various unsourced and undated references collected over time

